ABSTRACT

Technology development more progress, make many organizations make use it as data processing media, this matter is supported computer ability in data processing quickly, correct, effective and efficient to present a accurate information and synchronized in target. By using computer technology, information presentation will be easier. In this time computer technology many has been used in school environment, but the utilization stills not yet maximal. In MAN Barus, to do student data processing quite a lot, so data processing related to student value will be difficult and will need sufficient time. Therefore, be wanted information system that can help in student value processing. Aim from this application maker, to make easy in do data processing formerly according to manual be according to computerization. To build a information system that can help to increase school performance in do student value processing, so be need information processing technology according to computerization so that can increase school performance. Watchfulness method that done begun from data collecting, after data is gathered done system maker that begun from troubleshoot identification, troubleshoot analysis, system planning, system testing and system implementation. With student value information system application maker, so will help administration side in will do data processing that student evaluation, make easy in do data storage, with make easy in do data manipulation.
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